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THESIS

EXTREME PROGRAMMING
THE ROLES OF TESTING AND REFACTORING

Abstract
The aim of this masters thesis is to describe Extreme Programming, a new
software development method, and the roles of refactoring and testing in it. This
thesis evaluates Extreme Programming, refactoring and automatic testing.
Furthermore, it lists the available tools for refactoring and testing of programs

written in the object oriented language Java. A description of the author's
experiences with JRefactory, a refactoring tool for Java, and with JUnit, a testing
framework for Java, is also given.
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2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1.

GOAL AND MOTIVATION

When

I use a computer I am often confronted with programs with a lot of unexpected

behavior. Most of the time this is probably due to my own incorrect expectations, but there
are also many 'bugs' (undocumented features). For example a short while ago when I was
printing a Word document with revision information on every page, Word asked me how I
wanted to update the table of contents. It updated the revision information on the first page
without asking and kept the revision information unchanged on the later pages. This is at
least inconsistent, whether this is a bug or a feature.

I really hate using unreliable or inconsistent software. However sometimes I can't prevent
using such programs, because there isn't a good alternative. I would really like to be able to
make more reliable software myself and teach others to do so also.
\Vhen I discussed my graduation assignment with my coach at Evermind, a software house
company in Groningen, the Netherlands, where I am doing my graduation research, he got
me interested in refactoring and later also in Extreme Programming (XP). Refactoring and
Extreme Programming looked like possibilities to increase the quality of software.
This is why I wanted to investigate and possibly promote the use of Extreme Programming
in software development. I also wanted to investigate how XP uses refactoring. Since testing
also seemed important I also wanted to see how Xl' uses testing.
In this thesis I will answer the following questions:
• What is Extreme Programming?

•
•
•

What is the role of refactoring in XP and what is the role of automatic testing in XP?
\Vhich tools are available for refactoring or automatic testing of Java-programs?

How to use JRefactory, a refactoring tool for Java, and JUnit, a testing framework for
Java?

Because I like to build programs that run on most platforms I decided to focus on the object
oriented (00) language Java. However most of the material is generally applicable.

I hope you'll enjoy reading this thesis. After reading the thesis you should know what
extreme programming is, what its main practices are and how to use refactoring and
automatic testing on Java programs. Also you should understand the importance of
refactoring and automatic testing as part of Extreme Programming.
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2.2.

STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS

Chapter 3 is an introduction to Extreme Programming(XP). The main practices of XP are

discussed, as well as the situations in which it can be useful.

Chapter 4 explains what refactoring is and how it relates to XP. The Chapter gives some
examples of refactoring steps and an example of enhancing a program with the help of
refactoring. Also, it describes some refactoring tools I found for Java. It is also shown how
to use JRefactory, one of the refactoring tools forJava.
Chapter 5 contains a discussion of automatic testing, its relevance for refactoring and its role
in XP. The importance of automatic testing is shown, as well as some difficulties you may

encounter when developing automatic tests. Furthermore, a list of available tools

is

presented.

Chapter 6 contains the conclusions and a discussion of directions for future research. This
chapter also contains a description of some of my experiences with refactoring.
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3.

EXTREME PROGRAMMING

3.1.

WHAT IS EXTREME PROGRAMMING?

According to vd)sitc [3], Extreme Programming (XP) is a new, evolutionary, and lightweight

software development methodology. Let us first discuss what these buzzwords mean and
also how new XP really is.

\Vhat makes XP an evolutionary method? XP builds the wanted functionality in small pieces

in the order as required by the customer. Every piece goes through the stages of
specification, building, demonstration and release. Every new release contains more pieces of
functionality. By releasing early, the customer has the possibility of trying the program and to
obtain insight at what he actually wants, early. He can then use this new insight to steer the
project in the most promising direction. The product evolves this way.

\Vhat makes XP lightweight? It means that when you do an XP project, you don't need to
write a lot of documents. The code is considered to be its own documentation. Only the
essential documents are produced. This contrasts with the heavyweight methods, which
require an extensive amount of documentation (often more than is really needed).
How new is XP? Well, the first book on XP [1], I could find, was written by Kent Beck and

published in 1999. Therefore XP is rather new as a methodology. However it isn't
revolutionary. It just combines a lot of very useful practices. Every practice has already
proven itself to be useful, but XP takes them to the extreme and combines them to fill each
other's shortcomings.

The website [3] also describes why a new methodology was created. I summarize this
description in the next paragraphs.

XP was created for problem domains whose requirements change rapidly or whose
requirements are still unknown. It is set up for small groups of programmers, typically
between two and ten persons.

XP embraces change in the sense that it empowers developers to confidently respond to
changing customer requirements, even late in the life cycle of the software. This is achieved
by delivering small pieces frequently. This is the evolutionary aspect of XP.

XP stresses customer satisfaction. The methodology is designed to deliver the software

your customer needs when it

is

needed. The possibility to change until late in the

development of the software gives the customer more time and opportunities to steer the
project in the most satisfying direction.
This methodology also emphasizes teamwork Managers, customers, and developers are all
part of a team dedicated to delivering quality software. XP implements a simple, yet effective
way to enable groupware style development.

According to [3], XP has already been proven at cost conscious companies like Bayerische
Landesbank, Credit Swiss Life, DaimlerChrysler, First Union National Bank, Ford Motor
Company and UBS.
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3.2.

CONTRAST WITH "CLASSICAL" SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT METHODS

Software development is a complicated field of work. Since software is developed to solve

the problem of a customer, the customer must be satisfied. Because most problems aren't
completely obvious to understand, let alone simple to solve, a guideline to approach this is
useful.

Using the right methodology can prevent a waste of time. I have experienced this myself
when I made a software solution for the identification of critical knowledge by means of a
database. I finished this project a few months ago, and the specifications are still vague. The

customer couldn't make his wishes clear to me. He didn't know which information he
needed and had to learn this during the project. This resulted in frequently changing
specifications. I tried to tackle this by making a very flexible solution, which was very time
consuming and still costs time when he uses it. It still costs time, the program is now much
slower than necessary, because of the overhead of the flexibility.

I now believe that, had I chosen XP to develop this program, the program would had a
better quality and could even have been finished earlier. However most of the time people
do not use the right methodology. Even for professionals this is a pitfall.

To help you decide what methodology to use, I describe the contrast between "classical"
software development methodologies and Extreme Programming. I describe when to use
XP in more detail in section 3.5.

A methodology helps among others to specify, plan and extend a software system. These
three activities are not straightforward. Classical methodologies, such as SDM and the
"waterfall"-model deal with them by first making a complete specification of every part of
the system, then creating a schedule for the building process. After that these method start
building and go through the stages of design, implementation and testing, in this order.
These projects need extensive delivery documents to transfer knowledge from one stage to
the next.

The XP methodology approaches these activities differently. XP starts with a short global
specification and makes a rough schedule. Then a part is implemented and the experience
and insight obtained is fed back to the specification, the team adjusts the specification and
the schedule. Based on the new specification this cycle is repeated.

Planning is difficult, since there are many uncertainties, especially when the specification is

likely to undergo changes. The classical methodologies create the schedules when the
specification is complete and base the estimates on experience from previous projects. In XP
the schedule is based on experience from previous cycles of the same project and is refmed
continuously. I describe the XP planning process in section 3.3.1.

Designing the right system is very hard and since the specification is likely to be extended
someday, the design should be 'flexible' enough. With XP flexibility is much easier to obtain
than with classical methods. With XP the design only needs to be flexible enough for the set
of features implemented now. Flexibility, needed for new features, is added, when it is
needed. For the classical methodologies, the design should be flexible enough to make
implementation of all foreseen extensions possible and feasible. The reason for this
difference is that the classical methods and XP are based on different assumptions about the
costs to change a system.
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Extending an existing system is hard. The classical methods for software development
assume that the cost of changes rise exponential with time. Because of this, specification and

design have to be right the first time: extensions have to be foreseen and unforeseen
extensions should be avoided. XP, however, claims that the exponential rise of the cost of
changes rise can be avoided by using new techniques and higher-level languages. XP assumes

that using the right tools and techniques, the cost of change rises only to some constant
level. You can see this in Figure 1. This enables XP to continuously update the design and
react the changes in the specification even late in the development. So with XP, extensions
don't need to be foreseen. If the design makes the program hard to extend, the design can be
modified to make the extension easy.

classical

U

0
.4-I

In

0
U

me
Figure 1: Cost of change
The differences between classical methods and XP given in this section are summarized in
Table 1.
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process

specification

planning

classical

extreme programming

waterfall
clear stages
complete before building

iterative (repeating cycles)
many short stages that are repeated
small pieces, which are updated if the
building process gives ideas for
improvements
stepwise refining the schedule based on
experience with the previous cycles on this
project

based on the complete
specification and
experience with previous
projects
complex, since foreseen
extensions have to be
taken into account

design

extension

documentation

extensions have to be
foreseen; unforeseen
extensions must be
avoided
a lot of documents are
required to transfer from
one stage to the next

as simple as possible for the current
specification
The design is upgraded as the need arises
if the code isn't structured in a convenient
way to add the feature, first refactor to
make it easy to add the feature, then add
the feature
very few documents are needed, the code is
considered to be its own documentation

Table 1: contrast between the classical methodologies and XP

3.3.

WHAT ARE THE IMPORTANT PRACTICES?

Extreme Programming is a smart combination of practices, which have been proven to

work. In this section, I give a short description of each of these practices. These descriptions
are based heavily on those given in [1].

3.3.1.

PLANNING GAME

Planning is hard. There is always a conflict between the possible and the desirable.
Programmers often think they program faster than they do. The customers often don't
realize that they don't know exactly what they want. These are just some of the problems

with planning. By treating it as a role playing game, it is easier to acknowledge these
problems. It is then possible to create a reasonably accurate initial planning and increase its
accuracy as the project continues.
The planning game results in a schedule that recognizes the priorities of the features, as set

by the customer. The customer can steer the project by substituting features with other,
possibly new, features.

3.3.2.

SIMPLE DESIGN

Design isn't easy, but a simple design always takes less time to fmish than a complex one. So
always do the simplest thing that could possibly work. If you find something that is complex,
replace it with something simple. It's always faster and cheaper to replace complex code now,
before you waste much more time on it. Keep things as simple as possible as long as possible
by never adding functionality before it is asked for. Beware though, keeping a design simple
is hard work.

EXTREME PROGRAMMING
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Beck gives in [1] some guidance on a good design. According to this book, the right design
for the software at any given time is one that:
1.
runs all the tests
2. has no duplicated logic
3. states every intention important to the programmers
4. has the fewest possible classes and methods
To achieve goal 4, take out any design element you can, without violating rules 1, 2 and 3.

3.3.3.
Code

CODING STANDARDS

must be formatted to agreed coding standards. Coding standards keep the code

consistent and easy for the entire team to understand and modify. The standard should call
for the least amount of work possible, consistent with the Once and Only Once rule (no
duplicate code). The standard should emphasize communication. Finally, the whole team
must adopt the standard voluntarily.

3.3.4.

REFACTOR MERCILESSLY

Refactoring is a method for restructuring of code. It allows you to modify the design of

existing code. When you fmd two objects with common functionality, you refactor to
integrate them into one object.
\Vhen the system requires you to duplicate code, it is asking for refactoring.
I describe refactoring in more detail in chapter 4.

3.3.5.

TEST DRIVEN DESIGN

XP takes testing to the extreme. Testing your code before releasing it isn't enough, XP

requires that you write unit and acceptance tests before you implement a new function.
When you create your tests first, before the code, you will find it much easier and faster to
create your code. According to Kent Beck, the combined time it takes to create a unit test
and create some code to make it pass, is about the same as just coding it straight away. But, if
you already have the unit tests you don't need to create them after the code. This saves you
some time now and lots later.
Creating a unit test helps you to consider what really needs to be done. Requirements are
nailed down firmly by tests. There can be no misunderstanding of a specification written in
the form of executable code.

You also have immediate feedback while you work. It is often not clear when a developer is
ready with all the necessary functionality. Scope creep can occur as extensions and error
conditions are considered. Scope creep means that you create too much functionality, which
makes your program hard to understand. By creating the unit tests first, we know when we
are done. We are ready when all the tests pass.

The code you will create is simple and concise, implementing only the required features.
Other developers can see how to use this new code by browsing the tests. Input whose
results are undefmed will be conspicuously absent from the test suite.
I elaborate on testing in chapter 5.
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3.3.6.

PAIR PROGRAMMING

XP takes code review to the extreme. Code review is a way to detect errors in the code,

which no compiler can find. Also, code review can reveal weaknesses in the design. XP uses
continuous and direct code review. Therefore, all code to be included in a production release
is created by two people working together at a single computer. Pair programming increases
software quality without impacting time to deliver. This is counter intuitive, but two people
working at a single computer will add as much functionality as two working separately except
that it will be much higher in quality. With increased quality comes big savings later in the
project.
There are two roles in each pair. One partner, the one with the keyboard and the mouse, is

thinking about the best way to implement this method right here. The other partner is
reviewing and thinking more strategically.
The pairs are dynamic. You will exchange roles with your partner often. This will happen for

example when your partner who is reviewing has some new idea he wants to try. Or of
course when you want to try something and your partner was coding.
Another dynamic aspect is that you will probably switch partners a few times a day. Every
time you pair with someone, you pick the person who knows the most about the code you
have to change or just anybody. Most of the time it doesn't matter who you choose.

3.3.7.

SYSTEM METAPHOR

A metaphor is a kind of description of an architecture based on comparison. XP emphasizes

the importance to choose a system metaphor to keep the development team on the same
track by naming classes and methods consistently. If everybody knows the metaphor well,
you can avoid writing a lot of documents. The names of your classes are very important for
understanding the overall design of the system and for code reuse as well. Being able to
guess correctly what something might be named if it already existed is a real time saver. This
is a lot easier when you choose a system of names for your objects that everyone can relate
to without specific knowledge about the system.

For example, if you have to write a process controller for manufacturing chemical products,

you could use the cooking process as a metaphor. This could prevent hard to learn and
remember names like the names of chemical reactions or materials.

Or, when you have to develop an encryption driver, it is possible to use the key/lockmetaphor. Encryption has some difficult jargon, which you could avoid using this metaphor.

There is also a metaphor known as the naive metaphor, which is based on the problem
domain itself. But don't choose the naive metaphor unless it is simple enough.
There is however a risk in using a metaphor. If not everybody interprets the metaphor the
same way, miscommunication is easy. Also, if the metaphor doesn't comply somewhere, it is
easy to misuse the metaphor and create misunderstandings.

3.3.8.

COLLECTIVE CODE OWNERSHIP

Collective Code Ownership encourages everyone to contribute new ideas to all segments of

the project. Any developer can change any line of code to add functionality, fix bugs, or
refactor. Not one person becomes a bottleneck for changes.
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Contrast this to the other models of code ownership -- no ownership and individual
ownership. With no ownership, which was used in the old days, nobody owned any
particular piece of code. If someone wanted to change some code, they did it to suit their
own purpose. The result was chaos.
To get control and prevent chaos, individual code ownership was introduced. In this model
the only person who could change a piece of code was its official owner. Anyone else who

saw that the code needed changing had to submit his or her request to the owner. l'his
doesn't promote fast evolution of the code. Also when the owner leaves, the knowledge
about his/her code is lost.
With collective code ownership everybody takes responsibility for the whole of the system

and everybody knows something about every part. If a pair is working and they see an
opportunity to improve the code, they go ahead and improve it when that makes their life
easier.

The fact that everybody knows something about every part also reduces the risk of loosing
lot of knowledge about a part of the system, when someone gets ill or leaves.

3.3.9.

a

CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION

Code is integrated and tested after a few hours or a day of development at most. The current
release and the changes are loaded, any collisions are resolved and all the tests are run until
they pass (100% correct).
By continuously integrating, you always have the latest version and know that it passes all the
tests. If at the integration a test fails, it is obvious who should fix it. Since all the tests passed
without your changes, you must have broken it. And if you and your partner can't get the

tests to run at 100%, you should throw away your changes and start over with only the
knowledge gained from the first try.

3.3.10.

FORTY HOUR WEEK

You should always avoid working overtime. If you work more than about forty hours a week
for a longer period you burn out. You'll make more mistakes and be less creative. This will
wear you out. If you don't work overtime, you can be fresh every morning and tired and
satisfied every evening.
As [1] states it: IJ)'ourprvject requiresyou to work overtime, something is seiious/y w7vg with the pivject
andyou won't solve it by working more hours. You betterfix what's wtvng.

3.3.11.

FREQUENT RELEASES

The development team needs to release new versions of the system to the customers often.

Every new release is an endpoint of an iteration, which contains more of the functionality.
The release-planning meeting is used to discover small units of functionality that make good
business sense and can be released into the customer's environment early in the project. This
is critical

to getting valuable feedback in time to have an impact on the system's

development.
The longer you wait to introduce an important feature to the system's users the less time you
will have to fix it.
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3.3.12.

ON-SITE CUSTOMER

XP recognizes the importance of customer feedback, so XP takes this to the extreme.

A real customer must sit with the team, be available to answer questions, resolve disputes,
and set small-scale priorities. This ensures that you don't have to wait long for answers. The
customer can do his normal job, but is still available for immediate feedback. Probably the
easiest way to achieve this, is for the team to develop at the customer's site, if that is
possible.
If the customer isn't prepared to invest time in the system, perhaps the system shouldn't be
built.

3.4.

THE XP PROCESS

Extreme Programming recognizes the following stages as essential for the development of

software. Of course every stage also contains thinking.

•

Listening. You have to learn what the problem is in the first place. Then you have to learn
what data to use in the tests. You probably won't know this yourself, so you have to get
good at listening to clients, users, managers, and business people.

•

Testing. You have to know when you're done. The tests tell you this. If you're smart,
you'll write them first so you'll know the instant you're done. Otherwise, you can get in a
situation where you're thinking you may be done, but you know you're probably not, but
you're not sure how close you are.

•

Coding. At

the end of the day, if the program doesn't run and make money for the

customer, you haven't done anything.
•

Des:gnin,g. You have to take the simplest possibility you discover in your program about

how it can be structured and feed it back into the program. You have to make design
decisions clear. Otherwise, you'll sink under the weight of your own guesses.

Listening, Testing, Coding, Designing. That's all there is to software. This is why the
extreme programming process is a series of listening, testing, refactoring and coding, like
this: listen a little, test a little, code a little, refactor, listen a little, test a little, code a little,
refactor, etc. Possibly some of the listening can be combined, but with on-site customer that
shouldn't be needed.

Te Scenarios

ArchitccturalMetaphor

Customer

Rclcase

Planning

Spike
Uncertain

(

L..........._J

n.ACCcPtanCc ApprovaI Small
Tests
Releases

Confident
Estimates

Estimates

Spike

Figure 2: the XP process
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In Figure 2 you can see a schematic view of the XP process. User stories and acceptance
tests are the results of listening. The release plan is a result of the planning game. As you can
see the estimates are confident and based on the project's velocity of the previous iterations.

The "Spike" contains short experiments with the requirements and with the technology.
These experiments give a good indication of the possible speed. Therefore the estimates can
be confident.

Every iteration the planning is updated and a new, the next most important, user story is
chosen and implemented. This is repeated until all stories are completed or the budget is
exhausted.

3.5.

WHEN SHOULD YOU USE XP?

Programming (XP) was created in response to problem domains whose
requirements change rapidly. Your customers may not have a firm idea of what the system
should do. You may have a system whose functionality is expected to change every few
months. In many software environments dynamically changing requirements is the only
constant. This is when XP will succeed while other methodologies do not.
Extreme

XP was also set up to address the problems of project risk. If your customers need a new
system by a specific date the risk is high. If that system is a new challenge for your software
group the risk is even higher. If that system is a new challenge to the entire software industry
the risk is higher even still.

The XP practices are set up to reduce the risk and increase the likelihood of success. With
the planning game a schedule is made to make sure that the most important features are
fmished first. So even if things go bad, the most important features are ready at the specified
date and only the least important features are missing. So even when the project isn't finished
by the specified date, it still isn't a complete failure.

XP is set up for small groups of programmers. Such a group typically contains between two
and ten programmers. Your programmers can be ordinary. You don't need programmers
with a Ph.D. to use XP. But you cannot use XP on a project with a huge staff. On projects
with dynamic requirements or high risk you might find that a small team of XP programmers
will be more effective than a large team anyway.
XP requires an extended development team. The XP team includes not only the developers,
but also the managers and customers, all working together. Asking questions, negotiating
scope and schedules, and creating functional tests requires more than just the developers to
be involved in producing the software.
Another requirement is testability. You must be able to create automated tests. While some
domains will be disqualified by this requirement, you may be surprised how many are not.
You do need to apply a little testing ingenuity in some domains. You may need to change
your system design to be easier to test automatically. Where there is a will, there is a way.
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The last thing on the list is productivity. XP projects unanimously report greater programmer
productivity when compared to other projects within the same corporate environment. But
this was never a goal of the XP methodology. The real goal has always been to deliver the
software that is needed when it is needed. If this is important in your project it may be time
to try XP.
Sometimes XP certainly does not work. I will list some environments that don't do well with

xP.
•

wrong physical environment

If the physical environment doesn't provide for flexible pair programming and the
programmers are widely separated, then you won't be able to benefit from pair

•

•

programming. Thus you loose a lot of the benefits of XP. However this is often easy to
solve by moving some furniture around.
technology with an inherently exponential cost curve
If you are developing the Nth mainframe system to use the same relational database and
you aren't sure the database schema is exactly what you need, you will probably need to
make the code complicated to avoid modifying existing applications. So you loose the
simple design. This changes the cost curve so much that you can't use XP anymore.
technology with long time to gain feedback

For example, if your system takes 24 hours to compile, you will have a hard time
integrating, building and testing several times a day. This will slow the learning. You
might have trouble learning enough to be successful.

•

lack of realistic testing

If you can't test the program enough, you won't feel free to evolve the design of the
software. You will have to think it through. This happens for example when a realistic
test requires a few weeks of calculation.

•

•

•

•

•

•

point the car in the right direction
XP projects need continuous steering by the customer. If the customer is only willing to
point in the right direction at the start, you won't get where the customer wants to be at
the finish with XP. Possibly the project manager can fill the gap, but it is much harder
without the continuous feedback.
big specification at the start
If the customer wants to specify everything before the team starts to program, there isn't
much steering possible. This is a variant of "pointing the car".
the customer wants a lot of documentation
When the customer wants documentation, it is trading functionality for paper. Hopefully
the customer will learn during the project that the tests are much more important for
keeping thesystem stable and for communicating the intended use of the objects.
workmg overtime
You cannot execute XP when you are tired. If the amount produced by a team working
at top speed isn't enough, then XP isn't your solution. Working overtime is a sign that
something is wrong with the process. You'd better fix what's wrong.
some conventional programmers have a hard tune adjusting
Some conventional programmers might feel that XP is less challenging than
conventional programming. This might impact their willingness to adjust to the XP way
of close communication and continuous evolution.
large project team
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With a large project team, you have much more overhead. Communication becomes
much harder, so you need more meetings and managers. Therefore the work done per

member is lower than with a small team. A large team also increases the risk of
interference. Pairs sometimes have to wait before they can modifr or integrate the code.
And multiple pairs can change the interface of several classes at the same time, so that
integration fails much more often.
More than 10 or 20 developers isn't practical. The effort of extra developers is lost in
extra overhead.

3.5.1.

BENEFITS OF XP

In this section I summarize the benefits of XP that I found in the literature.

•

XP embraces change. This is good, since change is the only constant in development.

•

XP uses techniques that have been proven to work. Experience shows that
combinations of these techniques are also effective.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

The customer has a lot of opportunities to correct the direction of the project.
The delivered software has high quality.
XP delivers the software that is needed when it is needed.
With XP productivity is high.
The development team is small. This keeps the costs manageable.
The education of new team members is almost automatic using pair programming.
The development team does not work overtime.
The project risks are better under control.

3.5.2.

DISADVANTAGES OF XP

Of course XP has disadvantages. As the title of this section indicates I summarize the
disadvantages I found here.
• The customer needs to be present at the development site.

•

Frequent releases require a lot of time and effort from the customer for testing and
giving feedback.

•
•
•

•

XP cannot be introduced in one step, it has to be done one step at a time.
Good tools are necessary and they can be hard to find.
Automatic test suites have to be constructed, even before coding.
The development team has to be small.
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4.

REFACTORING
Accumulation of half-understood design decisions eventually chokes
a program as a waterweed chokes a canal. By refactoring you can
ensure that your full understanding of how the program should be
designed is always reflected in the program. As a waterweed quickly

spreads its tendrils, partially understood design decisions quickly
spread their effects throughout your program. No one or two or even
ten individual actions will be enough to eradicate the problem.
— quote from Chapter 12 of [2]

4.1.

WHAT IS REFACTORING?

Refactoring is "the process of restructunnS a software ystem in such a waji that it does not alter the
observable behavior of the code but improves its internal structure, so that the code becomes easier to

understand and cheaper to mod,". This is based on Martin Fowler's([2]) definition. He
combines definitions from William Opdyke[5] and Donald Roberts[6] and adds the goal of

improving the internal structure. He also specifies that only the observable behavior should

not change. I prefer Fowler's definition since it indicates why you would want to use a
refactoring.
The refactoring process typically consists of the application of several refactoring steps, one
after the other.

I like to give a more visible description. I will do so in terms of building construction.
Refactoring can then be seen as restructuring of the building so that it can carry the weight
of an extra floor. I tried to visualize this in Figure 3: the extension process. As far as I know
this can be extremely hard in the construction of buildings, but in software it is an important
option.

L1
LIE]
refactor

\riO\

extend

LIE]

Figure 3: the extension process

Refactoring is a disciplined way to clean up code that minimizes the risk of introducing bugs.

When you refactor you are improving the design of the code after it has been written. By
refactoring you can transform correct but badly structured code into a well-structured
program. In most current development methods a good design is made first and coding
comes second. Like in building construction where the architect first designs the whole
building before the constructors start building. However experience shows that this big
design before coding doesn't work well for many software projects. This is the main reason
why XP uses refactoring.
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Refactoring is an interesting new technique that can have much impact on the way
programmers think. It is based on the idea of building the simplest possible solution, first.
They refactor it when it needs additional functions, and then they add the new functions.

Refactoring is used to achieve improved reusability, simpler implementation and easier
maintenance. If your code contains a bug, but you can't find it, you can try to restructure the
code. By making the code cleaner and improving the design, it is easier to spot the mistake.
You can say that refactoring is also useful to uncover bugs.
Refactoring can also be used to bring design patterns into the design, thus making the design
more flexible and easier to understand and communicate. Design Patterns help because they
give you the structure for a solution to a common problem. For more details on Design
Patterns, see the book "Design Patterns; Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software"
([9]).

To be able to simplify the design, you need to be able to experiment with several designs.
For example you may want to introduce a design pattern and sometimes you want to remove
the pattern. Being able to undo a refactoring can help here. It enables you to experiment with
the design. Undoing a refactoring is always a source-to-source transformation, which
preserves the external behavior of the program. It is therefore a refactoring in a weak sense.
Sometimes this reverse refactoring is also a refactoring in the strong sense.
An example will make this clearer. One refactoring step called "Extract Method", which I
will demonstrate in section 4.2.1, splits a large method into smaller parts. This is useful
because the smaller parts are easier to be reused or replaced. The inverse refactoring step is
"Inline Method", which I will demonstrate in section 4.2.2. This is sometimes useful if
the body of the method is just as clear as the method's name. It also helps when there is too
much indirection in the code. To decide which design is best or has the most potential, XP
uses pair programming and testing.
Since refactoring is done in many small steps, it requires automatic testing. The design of the
tests is also important because it focuses the thinking process of the programmer. Testing
guards the quality and prevents from reintroducing previously fixed bugs. Because not all

refactoring can be automated, there is always a risk of introducing new bugs by the
refactoring step. Therefore frequent automatic testing is needed. But frequent testing is only
possible when the tests run automatically, without user interference. I discuss this in more
detail in chapter 5.

There are two different types of refactoring steps: normal and big refactoring steps. Their
most important difference is the order of time they take to complete. Normal refactoring
steps should take between half an hour and a few hours, big refactoring steps take weeks,
months or years. I will focus on the normal refactonng steps since they are more basic and
they are also used in the big refactoring steps.

4.1 .1.

WHERE DID IT COME FROM?

The history of refactoring starts much earlier than one may think. Code cleaning has always

been a common practice of programmers. Well-structured code is easier maintained and
extended. Like Design Patterns ([9]) it was a hidden practice that had to be dug out and
named explicitly to take its value to other developers. This is exactly what Fowler([2]) did in

his book. William Opdyke did this earlier, but for a smaller audience, in his Ph.D.
dissertation [5].
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____

_____

Ward Cunningham and Kent Beck were two of the first to recognize the importance of
refactoring. Because of their influence in the Smailtalk community, refactoring started to
become an important element in the Smailtalk culture. Based of their ideas John Brant and
Don Roberts produced the first tool to support refactoring, the Refactoring Browser for
Smailtalk. Since then several refactoring tools have been produced for different languages. I'll
give a list of tools that support refactoring of Java programs in section 4.5.
Refactoring is getting more attention. This is also because of the growing interest in XP since

refactoring is an important part of XP. And XP profits from the existence of tools for
refactoring.

4.1.2.

CONTRAST WITH OTHER METHODS OF ADAPTING SOFTWARE

Programmers, as you know if you are one of them, often have the task to extend a program.

They have to add functionality. In fact this begins as soon as you have implemented the first
feature. You need to add functionality. The larger the part you have done already, the harder
it becomes when you have to change it. Another situation where this problem occurs is when
your customer uses a program, but needs new functionality.
If the programmer accepts the task of extending a program, he will probably have to make a
choice on how to add the new functionality. A number of approaches are possible.

•

The first is just to write the code for the
new

function

and

work

around

the

problems that arise along the way. This
degrades the design and probably makes
future changes more difficult.

•

The second option is to throw away the
existing program and start building a new
program with the new features included
right away.

•

A third option is to refactor the existing code

EEl

and improve your understanding of it and
then add the new features.

EI]LJ
refactoi

•d.od

Eu

Of course, combinations of these approaches are possible. Which approach the programmer
chooses, depends on his freedom of choice, the quality of the existing program and the size

of the change compared to the original program. For example, duplicate code might be
hiding the design and make it hard to find the right place to change the code.

Of course the code of the program needs to be available. Then, if the program is not too
buggy, refactoring is a good option.
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Another situation where refactoring is an important option, is when you have to develop a
new program and the customer doesn't know exactly what he wants. This is often the case.
The requirements will probably change during development. In such a situation extreme
programming can help you to satisfy your customer. In extreme programming, refactoring is
a very important part of the development process. Therefore I will discuss refactoring also as
seen from this point of view.

4.1.3.

WHY USE REFACTORING?

You can refactor with several goals in mind.

•

Update the des:gn

Update the design to make adding the new functionality easier. You can do this by
adding
flexibility to or removing flexibility from the design. By removing unused
flexibility, you can change the program much easier and faster.

Using refactoring you can also reduce coupling between classes so that changes in the
code can be restricted to fewer classes when a new feature is implemented. This often
makes the program easier to maintain, because there are less classes that need to know
of the change.
•

Reduce redindang or increase iode reuse

Do things once and only once, is a saying in XP. It reduces the amount of code you have
to understand.
•

Reduce suspicious code

I will introduce some forms of suspicious code in the following subsection. Most of
them can easily by removed using some refactoring technique.

•

C/aiy
By reducing redundancy there is less code to understand and by rewriting suspicious
code and simplifying the design, the code becomes easier to understand.

•

Learn or teach about the program or about desgn

For example by trying to refactor a piece of code, you get a grip on it. This can be used
for code reviews. For teaching you can show which parts of the design to improve and
how to improved it. By showing how the design could be improved, you can teach what
a good design is like and how it can be developed.

In general you use refactoring to prepare for change. Refactoring is used in XP to be
prepared to change in any direction.

4.1.4.

Suspicious CODE

Kent Beck, who is a guru in the field of XP, introduced different types of suspicious code.
He called patterns in code that are suspicious for maintenance "code smells". Code smells
give you guidelines on how to detect this type of suspicious code. The notion of code smells
is a better alternative to vague aesthetics, like beauty and elegance. When code smells bad, it
is a sign that there is trouble that can be resolved by refactoring. These 'code smells' are a
sign that your design is decaying.
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Examples of these code smells are (found at http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?CodeSmells and in [20:
•

Duplicate Code

Duplicate or similar code is a sign that code can be reused by shifting responsibility or
changing inheritance.

•

Lon,g Method

Small methods encourage delegation and reuse. Delegating subtasks makes code dearer

and can enable code reuse that wasn't possible before. Small methods are also more
easily named after the task they perform.
As a guideline you can use that long methods are more than about 15 lines of code.

•

Lirge Class

Classes with very much code rarely have only one clear task or responsibility. This makes
such classes hard to understand. You should probably split such a class into classes with
one clear responsibility.
As a guideline for a large class, you can use that more than 60 lines becomes suspicious.

•

Switch Statements

Object-oriented code contains relatively few conditional statements like switches and if-

then-else statements. The problem with these statements is that of duplication. You
often find the same switch statement scattered about a program in different places. If
you add a new case to the switch, you have to find all these switch statements and
change them.
The object-oriented notion of polymorphism gives you an elegant way to deal with this

problem. Simply put, polymorphism is the ability to send the same command to
different objects and get a response from each object based on the object's
programming. So you can replace conditional statements by delegating to the right
objects. [2] describes approaches to get to the right delegation.
•

Temporary Field

Sometimes you see an object in which an instance variable is set only in certain
circumstances. Such code is difficult to understand, because you expect an object to
need all of its variables. Trying to understand why a variable is there when it doesn't
seem to be used can drive you crazy.
You can isolate the code with the temporary field into a new class with the refactoring

step Extract Class.
•

Data Class

Data Classes are classes that have only data and getter and setter functions and nothing
else. They are dumb data holders. Other classes probably manipulate them in far too
much detail.

Data classes are like children. They are okay as a starting point, but to participate as a
grownup object, they need to take some responsibility.
•

Comments

Comments aren't bad. They actually have a sweet smell. The problem with comments is

that they are often used as a deodorant. If there are no bad smells in the code, the
comments are often found superfluous.
For example, if you need a comment to explain what a block of code does, try Extract
Method.
There are many more smells, but this selection gives an indication of the idea.
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Removing suspicious code while preserving the behavior is what refactoring is used for. By
doing this you make the design more visible and improve your understanding of the code. If
you understand the code you can more easily find bugs and add new functions. Fortunately
most smells can be removed using only simple, fast and safe refactoring steps.

4.1.5.

How REFACTORING STEPS WORK

All refactoring steps have in common that they change some unit, like a variable, a method
or a class, and update the code that uses the changed unit, in such a way that the program
still works. Composite refactoring steps use several refactoring steps in some sequence to
preserve the behavior, but achieve a much greater change.
Next, I describe the global steps needed for the application of a refactoring step.
1.

determine which classes are part of the project

For these classes you should have access to their sources (from a project base
directory). In fact, you need write access to their sources if you want to change
the interfaces between objects.
2. locate a code smell or restricting class which needs a different structure
This determines which refactoring step you can choose from in the next step.
3. choose a refactoring step from your (tool's) repertoire
Decide which refactoring step you want to do. A great catalog with refactoring
steps is Fowler's book "Rtfactoring, improving the des:gn of existin,g io&' ([2]). Often

there are several candidates to choose from and it is not easy to determine
which is the better one.
4.

determine the relations between the objects (from class to field and
method-level) inside the current project
You probably want a tool to take care of this, since it is easy to miss a relation.
The compilation could fail if not all relations are updated.

5.

check the refactoring step's preconditions
Dependant on the type of refactoring step, this could be a simple check in the
file you are refactoring or a more complicated check, like checking for overrides
and other classes and methods using the part of the code you are refactoring.

6.

execute the steps of this refactoring
These are relatively simple and mostly mechanical steps that change the code.
When you do this by hand, it is very easy to make a typo. This is especially the

case when it is mostly cut-and-paste with some modifications. And when
checking for references it is easy to miss one. This is where a tool can be most
helpful.
7.

compile and test
To detect errors introduced by typos, or not completely valid preconditions, or
some misunderstanding, you have to compile and rerun the automatic test set.
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4.2.

EXAMPLES OF THE TECHNIQUES
If you're not yet very experienced with refactoring, doing it is the
only way to learn and get experience. You can't learn it just by
reading.
— quote form [2]

4.2.1.

EXTRACT METHOD

Extract Method is a refactoring technique that splits a larger method into smaller ones. The

task preformed in the specified lines is delegated to a new method, so that the original
method still works. The new method is named after its task by the programmer and is used
as part of the first one.

You can see this in Figure 4. Method aMethod () has a piece of code that is put in a new
method named smaliMethod 0. As you can see smaliMethod C) can now be reused by
bMethod C).

I>
Figure 4: schematic sketch of Extract Method
Applying "Extract Method" gives you the benefits of small reusable methods and of good
names for methods. This makes it easier for you to fmd them when you need them. You can
also switch focus from how some task is done to what needs to be done. Smaller methods
are also much easier to understand.
To give a simple example of how the code changes, I use a function for printing the amount
a customer owes a store. Before refactoring the code looks like this:

void printOwing(double amount) {
printBannerO;
II print details
System.out.println("name: " + _name);
System .out. println("amount: "+ amount);
}
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We may decide to extract the printing of details. After application of "Extract Method" on
the lines responsible for the printing of the details, the code looks like:

void printOwing(double amount) {
printBannerO;
printDetails(amount);
}

void printDetails(double amount) {
System.out.println("name: " + _name);
System.out.println("amount: " + amount);
}

Note that this requires a little more than just copy and paste, since print Details uses the
local variable amount. In this case it is enough to just pass it on as a parameter. It is
significant that comment in the original code has become the new name in the refactored
code.

4.2.2.

INLINE METHOD

To contrast with Extract Method I want to show Inline Method, which does just the
opposite. Inline Method replaces every invocation of the method you specified with the code
of the method and removes the method.

Figure 5: a schematic sketch of Inline Method
Use Inline Method when the body of the method is just as clear as the name. This could be
the result of refactoring the body. Indirection can be helpful, but needless indirection is
irritating. To decide whether the indirection is needless or helpful is not always easy. Pair
programming is essential for good decisions of this type.
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A simple example of how the code changes follows. Before the refactoring this code looks
like this:

mt getRatingO {

return (morelhanFiveLateDeliveriesØ) ? 2: 1;
}
bootean moreThanFiveLateDeliveries() {
return _numberOfLateDeliveries > 5;
}
Since

moreThanFiveLateDeliveries doesn't add anything to the code, it is a needless

indirection and should be removed. After application of Inline Method the code looks like
tius:

mt getRatingØ {

return LnumberOfLateDeliveries > 5) ? 2: 1;
}

4.3.

AN EXAMPLE OF THE PROCESS

Like Fowler I use a video store's administration system to demonstrate some refactoring

steps and their uses. However I will have to pick a small part of the application, so that the
examples don't get too big.
This video shop currently has a price per hour for renting videotapes. They want to make the
price of renting a tape easier by switching to a price per day. They also want to start renting
of music CDs. This requires some changes.
I will show these changes in a simplified model with some refactoring steps to make the
change easy.

Video Store

*

I

Video Tape

calculatePrice (items, period)

Figure

6:

starting point

caiculateprice can be simplified by making it a repetition of calls to a new method

calculateltemprice. This is done
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Video Tape

Video store

I

calculate Price (items, period)
calculateltem Price (item, duration)

Figure 7: situation after Extract Method

calculateltemPrice doesn't use any data from VideoStore, but does use data from
VideoTape, so the function calculatelternPrice is better at home in VideoTape. It
is therefore moved to VideoTape in Figure 8, and renamed.

Video Store

*

calculate Price (items, period)

VideoTape

calculatePnce (duration)

Figure 8: situation after Move Method

As you can see, calculateltemPrice also got a simpler name and lost a parameter. This
is profit. To make it easy to rent either a video or a CD, a common interface or a superclass
is created. In this case we do this with Extract Superclass, which results in Figure 9.
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__
Video Store

*

1

Item

calculatePrice (duration)
calculatePrice (items, period)

Video Tap.

Figure 9: situation after Extract Superclass
Now we can easily add a class for CD's or any other item. The VideoStore doesn't need
to be modified if they want to rent another kind of items. All we need is another subclass of
Item. We added CD in Figure 10.

Video Store

It•fll
*

1

calculatePrice (duration)
calculatePrice (items, period)

I

VideoTap.

Figure 10: the final situation
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4.4.

WHY IS REFACTORING IMPORTANT FOR XP?
When you find you have to add a feature to a program, and the
program's code is not structured in a convenient way to add the
feature, first refactor the program to make it easy to add the feature,
then add the feature.
— quote from Martin Fowler

Refactoring is necessary to make and keep the design simple. Since XP needs simple and
communicating source code, it is necessary to have techniques and tools to help you improve
the design of the code.
XP does only what is necessary now. This results in the need to continually add new features,

while keeping the design as simple as could possibly work. This requires a technique to
adjust the design to the new set of features. If you are used to refactoring, these changes
don't worry you. You can always change it back.

\Vithout applying refactoring to your code, the design degrades until it is no longer
manageable.

4.5.

REFACTORING TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR JAVA

If you want to use refactoring, there are several levels of support possible. You can refactor
without any tool to help you. Without support, however, you sometimes miss references,
because you have to check a lot of files. To keep this under control you take small steps and
check every step. This looks very frustrating to me. Also most of the refactoring steps are so
small that they can become quite boring. It is therefore preferable to delegate this work to a
tool. I call refactoring by means of tools, software supported refactoring. Several ideas have been

tested in tools for refactoring, like automatic refactoring and refactoring using only a few
basic refactoring steps.
JRefactory([7]) is a tool that supports refactoring. I'll describe its use later in this document.

You can also use a tool that refactors your code without user interaction, an automatic
refactonng tool.

There have been some experiments with automatic refactoring,

like

"Gurw"([16]) for the Self programming language. Guru restructures the inheritance tree of
the project for most code reuse without user interference. I think the main disadvantage with
automatic refactoring is that the programmer doesn't learn from it. Another disadvantage is
that the code is restructured without using the knowledge the programmer has about the
structure of the problem or its solution. Theoretically there is also the problem that some
preconditions for refactoring steps cannot be checked automatically.
When I started my research I found a few refactoring tools for Java and during my research a
few more came available. These are the ones I currently know of.
JRefactory
A Java based refactoring tool that plugs into Ides' like JBuilder and
Elixir. Uses UML diagrams for showing the structure.
(Ii ttp://Irefactorv.sourceforc.net/)
Design Pattern
A Java-based tool to support code transformation.
Transformer
(http: //dpt.kupin.de/)

(DPi)
Elbert

A Java-based version of Star Tool that uses Star diagrams for
restructuring of programs written in Java.
(In Ep: / /www.go2net.com /people / shper/eIbereth I)
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jFactor

jFactor is a plugin for IBM's Visual Age for Java that supports a nice list
of refactoring steps.
h ttp: / /vwv.instantia tions.coni /j factor!
An IDE for Java with various renaming capabilities and Extract Method.
http: / Iwww.in tellii.com/idea /

IDEA

An automatic code clone remover. It supports Java as well as other

CloneDr

languages.

Transmogrify
Xrefactory

http: / /www..erndesigns.com /Products /Clone/
A refactoring tool for Java that plugs into JBuilder and Forte4Java.
h ttp: / Itrans mogritv.sourcc forge.net/
A refactoring plug-in for Emacs and XEmacs. It supports Java and C.

http://www.xref-tech.corn/xrefactorv/
A recent list is available at http://c2.com/cgi/\viki?RcfactoringBro\vscrForJava.

4.6.

REFACTORING USING JREFACTORY AND JBUILDER

4.6.1.

INTRODUCTION OF JBUILDER

Borland JBuilder is an integrated development environment(IDE) for Java, implemented in
Java. It runs on any platform that runs Java 1.2 or higher. It has a free version, which isn't
extremely restricted. This version just lacks some nice but non-essential features. JBuilder has

a nice interface and can be extended by means of an OpenTools interface, which allows a
programmer to plug in some new useful features. There are many useful plugins available.

In Figure 11 you can see the main screen of JBuilder. I numbered the important regions for
easy reference. Region 1 contains the menus and toolbars. Region 2 shows all the files that
are part of the current project as a foldable tree. This is called the project view. Region 3 is
called the structure panel. It shows the imports, methods, variables and inner classes and
syntactical errors of the class in the editorpane, region 4. Region 4 is just a 'simple' text editor
with syntax highlighting, code-completion, auto-indentation and some more features to make
the coding easier.

J Refactory, the refactoring tool I discuss in the next subsection can be plugged into the
J Builder environment. With this plugin the IDE is extended with some new functions. Some
of these are available via region Sin Figure 11.
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Figure 11: JBuilder's main screen

4.6.2.
J Refactory

INTRODUCTION OF JREFACTORY
([7]) is a free refactoring tool for Java that has several interfaces, among which

a

command line interface and a JBuilder interface. JRefactory implements a nice set of
refactoring steps and is still continuously improved. New refactoring steps are added, new
possibilities to integrate it are created and the quality is improved.
J Refactory needs to analyze the classes you use in your code. It needs to know which classes,
methods and relations exits. This information is stored in a kind of UNIIL class diagram.

Since some refactoring steps change the relations, JRefactory's implementation of the
refactoring steps must also update the information in the diagram.

4.6.3.

How TO USE THEM TOGETHER?

In Appendix A I describe how to install JRefactory in JBuilder.

For moving classes and methods, renaming classes, methods and parameters:
1.
(create and) open the UML diagram for the package you want to refactor
Most refactoring steps can only be done from the UML diagram.
Such a diagram looks like this:
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Figure 12: a UML class diagram, generated byJRefactory
2.

select the class you want to manipulate

If you select the class with the rightmost mouse button, you get a menu. This menu
shows the refactoring steps that are applicable on this class and on the method where
your mouse pointer was when you clicked.
You can see an example in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: refactoring steps from diagram
3.

explore your options and pick one
Try the options. You can always undo the refactoring.

For extract method:
1.
select some lines in a method to extract into a new method
2. use the "Extract Method" menu item in the "JRefactory" menu
It will ask you a few questions about the new method. What should the new method's
name be? What is the return type? And some more.
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3.

cickok
And hope the refactoring is good enough. I have used it a few times and in one case
extract method wasn't implemented good enough. After using it, I had to fix my code
manually to make it compile.

JRefactory looks promising and its author is actively supporting and developing it. I will
certainly follow its development.
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5.

TESTING

5.1.

WHAT IS TESTING AND WHY
DO IT?

Testing has a dual function. It is used to see whether the program can be used in practice

and to create confidence in the correct behavior of the program. Confidence could also be

created by proving that the code implements the specification. However proving the
correctness of a program is very expensive and requires a complete specification of the
program. Proving alone is not enough to get confidence that the program does what you
want it to do. Tests are much easier to understand and validate. Tests can be used as a
substitute for the specification.

There are two methods of testing. Validation testing and defect testing. Defect testing is
intended to try and explore a system so that latent defects or bugs are exposed before the
system is delivered. A bug is a functional error, a difference between actual behavior and
specified or wanted behavior. Defect testing contrasts with validation testing. Validation
testing is intended to demonstrate that a system meets its specification, requirements or
expectations. The validation tests serve to make the expectations and requirements explicit.
These validation tests can be put into a test suite for the specification of program behavior.
In fact, XP uses test suites mainly for specification and validation testing.
Knowing the definition of testing is a lot easier than designing and implementing the tests. In
section 0, I describe my experiences with testing and draw some conclusions.

In software development just as in building construction, the longer an error is in the
product, the harder it gets to fix it. This is why errors have to be detected as early as possible.
This requires early testing.
Everybody makes mistakes, but with extensive testing these mistakes are noticed early and
don't get the chance to get impact. Debugging is the process of fmding and fixing mistakes
you discover. Early testing reduces the time you spend on debugging. While programming
there is the risk of spending most of the time on debugging. Early testing reduces this risk,

because you can be more confident in assuming that the mistake or error is the code you
wrote after the last time your tests have run. Martin Fowler([2]) states it this way:
A suite of tests is a powerful bug detector that decapitates the time
it takes to find bugs.

It is important to realize that testing can show the presence of bugs, not the absence. The
problem is that to show the absence of bugs, you need to test every possible situation the
program can reach. Only the most trivia! programs have such a small number of possible
states that exhaustive testing is feasible. Most programs have infinitely many states. With
testing, it is therefore important to ensure coverage, testing as many relevant cases as
possible. You can't say anything about the quality of the parts of software you didn't test.
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There are many different testing methods and techniques. They can be used on different
levels. I'll discuss them briefly. Unit testing is currently the most important testing technique
used in combination with refactoring. I will elaborate on unit testing in section 5.8. I will
discuss the importance of automatic testing in section 5.3.

5.2.

WHICH TESTING METHODS ARE IMPORTANT FOR

XP?
There are two basic methods to develop tests. These are:

•
•

functional (black box) tests
These tests are derived from user stories, requirements or other forms of specification.
structural (white box) tests
These tests are based on the programmers understanding of the implementation.

Within XP these techniques to develop tests are often combined to improve the quality of
the test set.

•

unit tests
These tests combine functional and structural testing on the components. These tests are

written by the programmers. They are also used to communicate the behavior of
•

•
•

components to other programmers.
integration tests
These tests serve to validate that the components interact correctly. These tests are also
written by the programmers.
user ('acceptance') tests
These tests are functional tests based on the user stories supplied by the customer.
regression tests
These tests verify that the behavior of the program has not changed. They are used to
detect if working features break. With XP this is done implicitly by rerunning every unit
test after a compilation and by rerunning every test when the integration tests are done.

5.3.

WHY IS AUTOMATIC TESTING SO IMPORTANT?
Make sure all tests are fully automatic and that they check their own
results.
— quote

from Martin Fowler

Testing manually can be done by randomly activating actions in the user interface. This
method can fmd bugs, but bugs found this way can be hard to track down. Another method
of manual testing requires recording the steps you want to test, and then inspect the results
of these steps. This soon becomes boring and it is still a lot of work.
I have experienced this myself. Testing a graphical user interface can be fun if you can just
focus on the looks and availability of features. However, I also had to check the numbers
produced and other forms of output data. This was rather boring and I soon only did
random testing, which is not very effective.
Automatic, self-checking tests free you from the boredom of inspecting produced data and
make it possible to run the tests much more frequently. If the tests are fast enough you can
run them after every compilation. The slower tests can be run nightly.
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So automatic testing allows you to get much better feedback. Because you run the tests much

more often, the time between introducing an error and finding it can be shortened
drastically. This results in much less debugging and more coding. So you can increase your
effectiveness by using automatic tests.

5.4.

WHY IS AUTOMATIC TESTING IMPORTANT FOR
REFACTORING?

Before you start refactoring, you need to be sure the code is worth the effort. This can easily

be checked when code is equipped with an extensive automatic test set. The tests give you a
reasonable view of the reliability and usability. If these tests run 100%, then refactoring is
worth it. If some important tests fail, then you should probably throw it away and start all
over.

Since you want to know that the refactoring step did not change the functionality, you need
some tool to test that. You want to be able to do a simple regression test. If you have an
extensive automatic test set, all you need to do is, rerun the test set. If the tests still run at
100%, then the probability is high that the functionality did not change.
Some refactoring steps cannot yet be done with a tool. Some can't be applied with guarantied

correctness. These refactoring steps require more from the test set to catch mistakes and
errors. But even if the refactoring steps can be done with a tool, testing every step gives a
piece of confidence, which gives you the courage to do what is necessary.

5.5.

EARLY AUTOMATIC TESTING IS ESSENTIAL FOR XP

Extreme Programming cannot be done without automatic testing. There are various reasons

for this. Testing is important for refactoring, like we saw in section 5.4. Testing is also
important to measure the quality of software and without quality measurement you can't
deliver high quality software (at least not knowingly).

XP uses the tests as an executable specification. This makes the specification hard to
misinterpret, but it requires that the test suite has enough coverage. As soon as the tests run
100% you are finished implementing the specification. This idea is used by XP on many
levels. It is used from the basic building blocks to the whole system. As a result of experience
with the released versions, the test suite will grow to contain all the wishes of the customer.
By making the tests before writing the code to implement the features, the programmers get
ideas on how to implement them and what could be useful designs.
XP also uses the automatic tests to detect breaking of working features as soon as possible.
This shortens the time needed to debug the code considerably.

\Vhen you start testing early, you take testability into account when you need to develop a
part that is hard to make self-checking. This is possible most of the time and keeps you

confident in its quality. Also by testing early, you can be confident that the basics are
working and useful.

Because the tests should be run almost after every compilation, it is important that they are
automatic in the sense that they check their own results. Manual checking of these results
would be tedious and could easily miss errors.
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5.6.

TiPs FOR AUTOMATIC TESTING

In this section I describe a few pitfalls and some tips for automatic testing.

•

Avoid dependencies on external libraries.
Software always executes in a context. Most applications only need the operating system
(OS), but plugins need the program for which they were developed. Plugins are hard to
test, because the tests also need the program, which is not available without extra tools.

To avoid this you should try to make as much of the code as possible, independent of
external libraries. You can then test the units much easier.
•

Automatic testing of user interaction
Automatic testing of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) isn't easy. Also other programs can
interfere. Macro-recorders, which are also capable of recording mouse actions, can help
here. They can simulate a user interacting with the system without any actual user being

present. However these tests are hard to maintain and probably need to be updated
often, since a lot of experiments with the look and feel of an application are necessary to
determine the most intuitive interface.

You can often reduce the amount of testing needed on the GUI by enabling the
functions to be tested using a text-based interface. Text-based interaction can be tested
relatively simple. You can write several sample dialogs between the user and the program
and verify if the dialogs are followed. You could write these dialog tests for example in
"expect", a scripting language created to automate dialogs.
•

"It is more important to test the parts of the system which are commonly used rather
than parts which are only rarely exercised." — a quote from Sommerville.

So focus your attention on the most important parts of the system. If they are wellequipped with tests, you'll catch most bugs directly.

•

"Run your tests as often as possible, at least as often as you run the compiler." — a
quote from Martin Fowler.
This gives you confidence and the courage to change things radically. Take advantage of
this effect.

•

It is better to run incomplete tests, than not to run complete tests. — a tip from
Martin Fowler
Running incomplete tests catches at least some errors, while not running all the tests

doesn't catch any errors. So if your test set isn't complete, don't bother, just use it.
You'll improve and extend the test set when you need to.

If you have a complete test set, but running them after every compilation takes too
much time, why not run the fastest and most interesting tests only and run all the tests
•

once a day. This catches most bugs directly and most bugs that slip through once a day.
Check whether tests are actually executed in the test run by making them fail once.

Tests don't help much if they aren't executed. A trick, which helps to determine
•

whether they are actually executed, is to make them fail once. You can make them pass
as soon as you're sure that they are executed.
Check whether exceptions are actually thrown, when you expect things to go wrong.

It is quite easy to forget to test how things go wrong. Things shouldn't go wrong.
Unfortunately, things always go wrong, so at least test if things go wrong gracefully,
when you expect things to go wrong.

For example, test how the program reacts to some invalid input. Are the necessary
exceptions thrown or is the input accepted, so that it can cause errors later?
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5.7.

TESTING TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR JAVA

There are quite a lot of tools available for testing programs written in Java. I list here the
freely avialable tools that I found.
An implementation of the xUnit testing framework for Java
JUnit
(http: / /\\.'\v.juflit.org/)
AjUnit extension with XML for describing the test data
JXUnit

Jester

(http://jxunit.sourceforge.net/)
A JUnit extension with database access for test data
(http: / /www.ddj.com /rticles /2001/(1102/0 l( )2toc.h)
Finds code that isn't covered by the unit tests.

Jtest

An automatic unit-testing tool which automatically designs

JUnit++

(Ii tip: / /ww\v.ieSterlfl fo.co.uk /)

functionality, structural and regression tests.
(http://www.parasoft.com/)

Expect is a tool for automating interactive applications.
(http:! /expcct.nist.gov)
A good starting point for a recent list is available at http://www.junit.org.

Expect

5.8.

TESTING USING JUNIT
Don't let the fear that testing can't catch all bugs stop you from
writing the tests that will catch most bugs.
— quote

from Martin Fowler

How to use JUnit is very well explained in [11] and in [12]. However , I present a short
introduction with an example, for the sake of completeness.

J Unit offers a collection of classes useful for testing of Java classes. You can create tests for
individual classes, but also containers (test suites) for collecting these individual tests into test
sets for entire packages.
I will describe how to create a test for one class, but I will skip the creation of a test suite to
combine these tests for a package. For a more detailed description, [11] is a good starting
point.

To create a test for some class, you extend the class junit. framework. TestCase and
first write a method named after the method or task you want to test. This method's name
should start with 'test'. First make sure the test fails, so that you can see that is actually
run. You could do that using an assert (false). Compile the code and run the test using
a TestRunner class from the JUnit package. You probably need to include the junit . jar
in your classpath.
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Code to be tested:

Testing code: CalculatorTestCase.iava

Calculator.java

class Calculator

mt sqr(x:int)
return x*x;

import junit.framework.*;
class CalculatorTestCase extends TestCase

Calculator calc =

new

Calculator;

void testSqrl()

assertEquals(calc.sqr(l),l);

}

void

testSqrlO()
assertEquals (calc.sqr(lO) ,99);

Figure 14: an example of unit testing
The example in Figure

14 can be executed (after compilation) with the command:
java junit. swingui.TestRunner CalculatorTestCase

this test will fail. The square of 10 is 100 instead of 99. After fixing this and
recompiling the code, you can rerun the test by clicking the upper "Run" button in the
TestRunner. This time the tests run successfully. You are rewarded with a green bar like in
Of course

Figure 15.
J JUnut

This bar is
green, when all
tests succeed.

Figure 15: a successful test
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6.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

6.1.

SUMMARY

In this section the conclusions drawn earlier are summarized.

•

XP is a promising development methodology.

It combines practices that make sense and have been found useful. Through the
combination of practices XP seems capable to compensate the shortcomings of the
individual practices.
•
•

Refactoring and testing are essential parts of XP.

Designing of automatic tests is an important preparation for the adding of new
functionality.

•

•

•

By designing and writing the unit tests before implementation, you have to think about
the analysis and case distinctions. During this process you probably get several ideas on
how you could implement it. You can now experiment and pick the most promising one.
Continually running of automatic unit tests increases the quality of the implementation.
The tests tell you what you need to implement and when you are finished. The tests also
validate your implementation.
XP requires good tools for maximum profit.
Practices like testing and refactoring take a lot of time. But with the right tools you can
benefit even more from these practices. They then give you more profit in less time.
Creating automatic tests is a lot of work. However using a good tool can help
considerably to reduce the time to implement them.
Refactoring without tools is possible, but with supporting software you can do much
more refactoring steps in the same time. This gives you more time to experiment with
the design to make it simpler.
A good version management tool is required to keep the integration process simple. A
development environment that integrates development, testing and refactoring can make
the programmer's life much easier.
For Java most of these tools are available, but they can be improved.
As you can see in sections 4.5 and 5.7 there are already several tools available. Some of
these tools however are more useful than others. Even JRefactory, a tool with much
potential, isn't always able to keep the code compilable.

6.2.

MY CONTRIBUTIONS

A lot of the material presented in this thesis consists of a compilation from other sources.

This section describes my own contributions.
• I collected relevant data from various sources.
I read a few books and papers, but most of the sources I consulted were Internet sites. I
gathered information I could use (and also a lot I couldn't use) and combined it.
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•

•

I proposed a few new improvements for a refactoring tool.
For example with JRefactory you could only refactor from a UML class diagram. This
diagram didn't have a legend, which I needed to fully understand the symbols and colors
that were used. I found it awkward to do refactoring only from the UML class view. I
suggested enabling the refactoring steps also via the project view, where you see all the
files of the project. Chris Seguin has implemented this feature in JRefactory, but this
feature is currently still beta-testing quality.
I described a few tips and pitfalls for automatic testing.

During my research and during the development of my plugin I came across a few
pitfalls with testing. I described them in section 5.6.

•

I described my experiences.

During my research project I tried to develop a plugin for JBuilder to simplify the
creation of unit tests. This didn't go very successfully, so I also describe what I would
change if I had to try it again. I hope you can learn from my mistakes.

6.3.

SOME EXPERIENCES

6.3.1.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXTENSION FOR EASIER TESTING

When I started this research I didn't know XP yet.

As part of my research I wanted to create a plugin(extension) to simplify the creation of unit
tests. I wanted to develop this plugin for JBuilder, an integrated development environment
(I DE) for Java, which I also wanted to use for the refactoring.

I needed a simple program with a test suite. This test suite was supposed to help me
determine whether the refactoring steps I tried had changed the behavior of the program. It

proved to be hard to fmd such a program. I therefore decided to add a test suite to

an

existing program and use this plugin to create the tests. Since finding a small, simple and
suitable program turned out to be hard, I decided to add a test suite to the plugin and then
refactor the plugin.
I took the following steps:
1. determine the requirements
The most important requirement was that adding tests should be simpler that writing the
tests from scratch (even when using JUnit). Furthermore the plugin should maintain a
test suite with all the available tests. It should integrate in JBuilder (my IDE) for easy
access.
2.

create scenarios for the requirements
I translated the requirements into a kind of user stories, called scenarios. These scenarios

describe which actions and reactions follow each other.

3.

I

created scenarios for

initializing the test suite and for adding tests to existing classes. I also created a scenario
for running the test suite.
prioritize the scenarios

Since I could already run the tests outside the IDE, implementing the scenario for
4.

running the test suite had a low priority. The other scenarios I found equally important.
design the plugin
Since I'm not experienced in designing, I chose a simple design. I knew that the design

would need improvement. I wanted to experiment with parts of the program to get
more insight first.
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5.

determine the building blocks needed for the scenarios

I needed components for handling the contents of the JBuilder project and for
6.

generating templates.
implement and experiment with the building blocks

I developed these components first in separate smaller projects. Handling the contents
of the JBuilder project looked simple, but had several tricky difficulties.
7. combine building blocks into the plugin
Now I had to use the components I made and modify them to fit into my idea of the
design. I hadn't written the design down, because I could not get it right. And to get a
better impression of a useful design I had build the components first.
My template generator however could not handle updating of the test suite without
throwing old tests away. This wasn't what I wanted, so I had to modify it.
8. create automatic unit tests
I tried this first on a dummy project and later on the plugin's project. I now discovered
that I hadn't created very useful scenario descriptions. They missed a lot of important
elements like adding tests after the test suite had been created.
I also found some mistakes and unlucky choices, some of them were easy to fix because
I found them right after adding a small test. This made the writing of the tests fun. I
could fix the bugs I discovered using these tests quick and simple.
9. refactor and retest
I would have liked to take this step, but I was running out of time. The code certainly
needed refactoring.
10. possibly deliver the plugin to the JBuilder community
I didn't think it was useful enough to do this.
Still, I have used the plugin to create tests for a part of itself. In fact, it was the intention to
improve the plugin. I wanted to create a test suite using itself and I wanted to use JRefactory
for improving the design. As soon as I started using these tests, I found the first unexpected
behavior, which was easy to fix. If! had not written these tests I might not have noticed
these bugs. This certainly pointed out the importance of tests. Making the tests run gave me
satisfaction and made it fun to work on the plugin again. However after I had added a few
tests and got the failing tests running, I wanted to test some other aspects of the plugin. I
wanted the test whether the correct files were reported as candidates for testing. For this I
needed access to the Project class, a part of JBuilder. This class didn't function in a simple
test case outside JBuilder. This made me aware of some pitfalls.

Ill had to do it again I would have done it differently. I would have changed the following
aspects:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

my approach. I would consider using static templates and implementing a TestSuite that
discovers its TestCases.
my scenarios. I would have used verified scenarios.

my priorities. First get the plugin to run the tests (possibly created manually), then add
the feature of adding tests to a project.
first tackle the problem of testing the plugin's functionality which depends on JBuilder
implement one feature at a time
design the tests of a feature before implementing it
my planning. I can now make much more realistic estimates.
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6.3.2.

EXPERIENCES WITH REFACTORING

I read [20] about a company with experience of XP, namely the Soft-warelmproversGroup.
They had about I test case (with multiple tests) per class. They discovered that as the
program grew, the quality of the test code deteriorated. The test code became hard to

maintain. However they also found a solution. They cataloged the 'code smells' they
discovered and introduced some extra refactoring steps to get rid of smelling test code.

6.4.

FUTURE WORK

There is still a lot to be improved and investigated. These are the challenges I discovered.

•

Development of a plugin for testing plugins for your favorite editor.

•

Enhance the integration ofJRefactory and your favorite editor.

•

Determine for several refactoring steps under which conditions they are guaranteed to
be behavior preserving.

•

Enhance the reliability of the refactoring steps implemented in JRefactoring. For
example by using precondition checks.

•

Use refactoring of a practical example with some scientific discussion on the approach,
the changes and the choices made.

•

Development of a tool to discover smells in code and other opportunities for
refactoring.

•
•

Investigate metrics that can be used to determine whether the structure improves.
Investigate my suggested improvements.

•

Implement more refactoring steps in JRefactory.

Some of these could form the basis for an interesting graduation assignment.
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A.
1.

2.

INSTALLING JREFACTORY IN JBUILDER
install JRefactory in JBuilder's extensions directory
I will call the directory where JBuilder is installed $JBUILDER_HOME. This is typically
something like c:\Jbuilder4. Then extract jrefactory.jar from
jrefactory-x.x.x.zip into $JBUILDER_HOME\lib\ext. You can get it
from http: / /jrefactorv.sourceforge.net/chrisdown.htrnl.
(re)startJBuilder

JBuilder should now load the JRefactory plugin. The plugin will ask this time where

src. jar is. src. jar is the source archive of your java development kit. This file is
typically in C: \Jbuilder4\jdkl.3. When you have answered this question,

3.

4.

J Rfactory will analyze the java classes. This takes a few minutes.
When all is right, JBuilder starts with an extra menu called JRefactory. In Figure 11 you
can see this menu in region 5.
open a project
When you want to refactor the sources of some project, you have to load it first.
load class diagrams

J Refactory need data on the JDK classes and their relationships.

This information is
when you use the menu item "Load class diagrams".
create new UML class diagram
JRefactory needs to generate a UML class diagram of the package you want to refactor.
This diagram is used to store relations between classes, which are required for many
refactoring steps. The tool keeps the diagram up to date when you are working with it.
start refactoring
You are now ready to apply refactoring on the code.
gathered

5.

6.
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B.

EVOLUTION OF THE PROJECT

My goal was to improve the quality of software and investigate if and how refactoring can

help. For this research project I've tried several different approaches. When I started I
wanted to develop a tool for refactormg Java programs. I soon discovered that there already
existed several quite useful tools. This made me choose to investigate them and possibly

suest improvements. I decided to do this by using at least one tool on an example
program. This program would be small or medium sized and have a test suite. On this
program I wanted to try some refactoring techniques using these tools.

As a preparation for this test I had to choose a program and extend it with an automatic test
suite. This test suite would indicate whether the refactoring had changed the behavior. Since
this involved writing a lot of tests, I decided to build a simple plugin(extension) for the
development environment I was using (Borland JBuilder). This grew into a project itself and
distracted my attention from the real work.

Because of time issues my coach and I decided to use this plugin as the example program.
However this resulted in a lot of problems I hadn't expected (probably because of youthly
optimism). We stopped this approach and decided that I should focus on writing my thesis
with more theory and less about my experience with the use of refactoring. The preparation
for using it on a real program kept slowing me down. I had probably been able to prevent
some of the problems if I had used XP to develop the plugin.
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